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1. Introduction
The superconformal index [1] encodes “robust” information about the protected states of a
superconformal field theory (SCFT). It is a weighted sum over the states of the theory, which
by construction evaluates to zero on a generic (long) multiplet. It follows that the index is
invariant under exactly marginal deformations, since it is not affected by the recombinations
of short multiplets into long ones (or viceversa) that may occur as parameters are varied. For
SCFTs admitting a weakly-coupled limit, the index can then be evaluated in free-field theory
by a straightforward counting procedure. It takes the form of a matrix integral.
This is much less trivial than it sounds. For 4d SCFTs with N = 4 and N = 2 supersym-
metry, the evaluation of the index can often be carried out in different weakly-coupled frames
related by S-duality, leading to different–looking, but equivalent integral representations of
the same index [2, 3]. These different representations are related by identities between elliptic
hypergeometric integrals, an active subject of mathematical research. S-duality of the index
can also be phrased as associativity of the operator algebra of a 2d topological QFT [2]. This
line of thought gives also a way to evaluate (in principle) the index of some SCFTs with no
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Lagrangian description, by relating them to weakly-coupled theories: a concrete example is
the E6 SCFT, whose index was found in closed form in [3] by demanding consistency with
Argyres-Seiberg duality.
On the other hand, some of the most important examples of interacting 4d SCFTs do
not have a (known) weakly-coupled description in any duality frame. A large class are the
N = 1 SCFTs that arise as IR fixed points of renormalization group flows, whose UV starting
points are weakly-coupled theories. A prescription to evaluate the index of such SCFTs was
formulated by Ro¨melsberger [4, 5]. This prescription has so far been checked indirectly, by
showing in several examples that it gives the same result for different RG flows that end in
the same IR fixed point (i.e. the UV theories are Seiberg dual). This was originally observed
by Ro¨melsberger, who performed a few perturbative checks in a chemical potential expansion
[4, 5]. Invariance of the N = 1 index under Seiberg duality was systematically demonstrated
by Dolan and Osborn [6], in a remarkable paper that first applied the elliptic hypergeometric
machinery to the evaluation of the superconformal index. These results were extended and
generalized in [7, 8, 9, 10].
In this note we apply Ro¨melsberger’s prescription to a class of N = 1 SCFTs that admit
AdS duals. The canonical example is the conifold theory of Klebanov and Witten [11]. There
are infinitely many generalizations: the families of toric quivers Y p,q [12] and Lp,q,r [13]. We
focus on Y p,q. In all these examples there is in principle an independent way to determine the
index (at large N) from the dual supergravity. We will explicitly show agreement between
the gravity calculation of Nakayama [14] and our field theory calculation for the case of the
conifold quiver Y 1,0. According to taste, this can be viewed either as a check of Ro¨melsberger’s
prescription, or as yet another check of AdS/CFT. The upshot is a sharper bulk/boundary
dictionary.
To make the paper self-contained, we review in section 2 the N = 1 superconformal index
and Ro¨melsberger’s prescription, making some comments on its rationale. The idea (implicit
in the discussion of [4, 5]) is to re-interpret the superconformal index of the IR theory as the
Witten index of the non-conformal theory on S3×R describing the whole RG flow. In section
3 we present a simple universal relation between the indices of a UV N = 2 and an IR N = 1
SCFTs connected by the RG flow triggered by a mass term for the adjoint chiral superfield.
In section 4 we review basic facts about the Y p,q family of toric quivers (the conifold being
a special case Y 1,0). From the quiver diagrams, it is immediate to write integral expressions
for the superconformal index, at finite N . We show that the indices of toric-dual theories are
equal, as expected. In section 5 we consider the large N limit. We conjecture a simple closed
form expression for the large N index of the Y p,q quivers. In section 6 we review the gravity
computation of the index for the conifold [14] and find exact agreement with the large N limit
of our field theory result. An appendix collects useful material about N = 1 superconformal
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representation theory and the index of the different short and semishort supermultiplets.
2. Review of the N = 1 index
The index of a 4d superconformal field theory is defined as the Witten index of the theory in
radial quantization. Let Q be one of the Poincare´ supercharges, and Q† = S the conjugate
conformal supercharge. Schematically, the index is defined as [1, 4, 5]
I(µi) = Tr (−1)F e−β δ e−µiMi , (2.1)
where the trace is over the Hilbert space of the theory on S3, δ ≡ 12{Q, Q†},Mi are Q-closed
conserved charges and µi the associated chemical potentials. Since states with δ > 0 come
in boson/fermion pairs, only the δ = 0 states contribute, and the index is independent of β.
There are infinitely many states with δ = 0 – this is true even for a single short irreducible
representation of the superconformal algebra, because some of the non-compact generators
(some of the spacetime derivatives) have δ = 0. The introduction of the chemical potentials
µi serves both to regulate this divergence and to achieve a more refined counting.
For N = 1, the supercharges are {Qα ,Sα ≡ Q†α , Q˜α˙ , S˜ α˙ ≡ Q˜† α˙}, where α = ± and
α˙ = ±˙ are respectively SU(2)1 and SU(2)2 indices, with SU(2)1 × SU(2)2 = Spin(4) the
isometry group of the S3. The relevant anticommutators are
{Qα, Q†β} = E + 2Mβα +
3
2
r (2.2)
{Q˜α˙ , Q˜† β˙} = E + 2M˜ β˙α˙ −
3
2
r , (2.3)
where E is the conformal Hamiltonian, Mβα and M˜
β˙
α˙ the SU(2)1 and SU(2)2 generators, and
r the generator of the U(1)r R-symmetry. In our conventions, the Qs have r = −1 and Q˜s
have r = +1, and of course the dagger operation flips the sign of r.
One can define two inequivalent indices, a “left-handed” index IL(t, y) and a “right-
handed” index IR(t, y). For the left-handed index, we pick say1 Q ≡ Q−:
IL(t, y) ≡ Tr (−1)F t2(E+j1)y2j2 = Tr (−1)F t3(2j1−r)y2j2 , δ = E − 2j1 + 3
2
r , (2.4)
where j1 and j2 are the Cartan generators of SU(2)1 and SU(2)2. The two ways of writing
the exponent of t are equivalent since they differ by a Q-exact term. For the right-handed
index, we pick say Q ≡ Q˜−˙
IR(t, y) ≡ Tr (−1)F t2(E+j2)y2j1 = Tr (−1)F t3(2j2+r)y2j1 , δ = E − 2j2 − 3
2
r . (2.5)
One may also introduce chemical potentials for additional global symmetries of the theory.
1Picking Q ≡ Q+ would amount to the replacement j1 ↔ −j1, which is an equivalent choice because of
SU(2)1 symmetry. The same consideration applies to the right-handed index, which can be defined either
choosing Q˜−˙ or Q˜+˙.
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2.1 Romelsberger’s prescription
The expression (2.1) makes sense for a general supersymmetric QFT on S3×R. In particular
we can consider a theory that flows between two conformal fixed points in the UV and in
the IR. At a fixed point (and only at a fixed point), the theory on S3 × R is equivalent to a
superconformal theory on R4, and Q† can be interpreted as a conformal supercharge on R4.
By the usual formal arguments, the index is invariant along the flow (it is independent of
the dimensionless coupling RM , where R is the S3 radius and M the renormalization group
scale). For this procedure to make sense, clearly the Q-closed charges Mi must be well-
defined (in particular non-anomalous) all along the RG flow. If the UV fixed point is a free
theory, we can compute its index by a matrix integral that counts the gauge-invariant words
with δUV = 0. We can then re-intepret the result as the superconformal index of the IR fixed
point, which would be difficult to evaluate directly. This leads to the following prescription
[5, 4]
1. Consider the UV starting point. Write down the “letters” contributing to the index of
the free theory, i.e. the letters with δUV = 0.
2. Assign to the letters the quantum numbers corresponding to the anomaly-free symme-
tries of the interacting theory. In the presence of U(1) global symmetries, follow the
usual a-maximization procedure [15] to single-out the anomaly-free R-symmetry that
in the IR becomes the U(1)r of the superconformal algebra.
3. Compute the index in terms of the matrix integral which enumerates gauge-invariant
words.
The considerations leading to this recipe are somewhat formal. One direction in which they
could be made more precise is to discuss ultraviolet regularization and renormalization. It is
not difficult to find a perturbative regulator that preserves one complex Q, and in fact two of
them, either the two left-handed charges Qα, or the two right-handed charges Q˜α˙. To preserve
say the left-handed charges, we can Kaluza-Klein expand the fields on the S3, and truncate
the theory by keeping all the modes whose right-handed spin J2 ≤ Jmax2 . This truncation
is a UV regulator since the left-handed modes will also be cut-off2, and has the virtue of
preserving the left-handed supersymmetry, since the action of Qα commutes with the cut-off.
A similar regulator (but performed symmetrically on the left-handed and right-handed spins,
which in general breaks susy) has been discussed at length in [16, 17, 18, 19]. This style of
regularization is only perturbative because it breaks the gauge symmetry, which can however
be restored order by order in perturbation theory by adding counterterms [16, 17, 18, 19].
2This is clear from the structure of harmonics on S3. Scalar harmonics have SU(2)1 × SU(2)2 quantum
numbers (J, J), spinor harmonics (J − 1/2, J) and (J, J − 1/2) and so on.
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We see no obstacle in choosing the counterterms so that they preserve one copy of the susy
algebra.
We are not aware of a fully non-perturbative regulator that preserves supersymmetry on
S3 × R – finding such a regulator would be very interesting in its own right. In any case
ultraviolet issues are not expected to affect the play an important role for the index, much as
they don’t for the usual Witten index on the torus [20].
2.2 Computing the index
The “letters” of an N = 1 chiral multiplet are enumerated in table 1. We assume that in the
IR the U(1)r charge of the lowest component of the multiplet φ is some arbitrary rIR = r
(determined in a concrete theory by anomaly cancellation and in subtle cases a-maximization).
According to the prescription we have just reviewed, the index receives contributions from
the letters with δUV = 0, and each letter contributes as (−1)F t3(2j1−rIR)y2j2 to the left-
handed index and as (−1)F t3(2j2+rIR)y2j1 to the right-handed index. To keep track of the
Letters EUV j1 j2 rUV rIR δ
L
UV IL δRUV IR
φ 1 0 0 23 r 2 − 0 t3r
ψ 32 ±12 0 −13 r − 1 0+, 2− −t3(2−r) 2 −
∂ψ 52 0 ±12 −13 r − 1 2 − 4+, 2− −
φ 3 0 0 23 r 4 − 2 −
φ¯ 1 0 0 −23 −r 0 t3r 2 −
ψ¯ 32 0 ±12 13 −r + 1 2 − 2+, 0− −t3(2−r)
∂ψ¯ 52 ±12 0 13 −r + 1 2+, 4− − 2 −
φ¯ 3 0 0 −23 −r 2 − 4 −
∂±± 1 ±12 ±12 0 0 0±+, 2±− t3y±1 0+±, 2−± t3y±1
Table 1: The “letters” of an N = 1 chiral multiplet and their contributions to the index. Here
δL = E − 2j1 + 32rUV and δRUV = E − 2j2 − 32rUV . A priori we have to take into account the free
equations of motion ∂ψ = 0 and φ = 0, which imply constraints on the possible words, but we
see that in this case equations of motions have δUV 6= 0 so they do not change the index. Finally
there are two spacetime derivatives contributing to the index, and their multiple action on the fields
is responsible for the denominator of the index, 1/(1− t3y±1) =∑∞n=0(t3y±1)n.
gauge and flavor quantum numbers, we introduce characters. We assume that the chiral
multiplet transforms in the representation R of the gauge × flavor group, and denote by
χR(U, V ), χR¯(U, V ) the characters of R and and of the conjugate representation R¯, with
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U and V gauge and flavor group matrices respectively. All in all, the single-letter left- and
right-handed indices for a chiral multiplet are [6]
iLχ(r)(t, y, U, V ) =
t3r χR¯(U, V )− t3(2−r) χR(U, V )
(1− t3y)(1− t3y−1) (2.6)
iRχ(r)(t, y, U, V ) =
t3r χR(U, V )− t3(2−r) χR¯(U, V )
(1− t3y)(1− t3y−1) . (2.7)
The denominators encode the action of the two spacetime derivatives with δ = 0. Note
that the left-handed and right-handed indices differ by conjugation of the gauge and flavor
quantum numbers. As a basic consistency check [5], consider a single free massive chiral
multiplet (no gauge or flavor indices). In the UV, we neglect the mass deformation and as
always rUV =
2
3 . In the IR, the quadratic superpotential implies rIR = 1, and one finds
iLr=1 = i
R
r=1 ≡ 0. As expected, a massive superfield decouples and does not contribute to the
IR index.
Finding the contribution to the index of an N = 1 vector multiplet is even easier, since
the R-charge of a vector superfield Wα is fixed at the canonical value +1 all along the flow.
For both left- and the right-handed index, the single-letter index of a vector multiplet is [1]
iV (t, y, U) =
2t6 − t3(y + 1
y
)
(1− t3y)(1 − t3y−1) χadj(U) . (2.8)
Armed with the single-letter indices, the full index is obtained by enumerating all the
words and then projecting onto gauge-singlets by integrating over the Haar measure of the
gauge group. Schematically,
I(t, y, V ) =
∫
[dU ]
∏
k
PE[ik(t, y, U, V )] , (2.9)
where k labels the different supermultiplets, and PE[ik] is the plethystic exponential of the
single-letter index of the k-th multiplet. The pletyhstic exponential,
PE[ik(t, y, U, V )] ≡ exp
{ ∞∑
m=1
1
m
ik(t
m, ym, V m)χRk(U
m, V m)
}
, (2.10)
implements the combinatorics of symmetrization of the single letters, see e.g. [21, 22, 23]. As
usual, one can gauge fix the integral over the gauge group and reduce it to an integral over
the maximal torus, with the usual extra factor arising of van der Monde determinant.
In the following we focus on quiver gauge theories. The gauge group will be taken to be
a product of SU(N) factors, with the chiral matter transforming in bifundamental represen-
tations. The gauge characters factorize into products of fundamental and anti-fundamental
characters of the relevant factors, χRab¯(U
m) → tr(uma )tr
(
u†mb
)
. For SU(N) the adjoint
character is χadj(U
m) ≡ tr(uma )tr(u†ma )− 1.
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The multi-letter contribution to the index of a chiral multiplet (the plethystic exponential
of its single-letter index) can be elegantly written as a product of elliptic Gamma functions [6].
For a chiral superfield in the bifundamental representation  of SU(N1) × SU(N2), and
with IR R-charge equal to r, one has
PE[ir(t, y, U)] ≡
N1∏
i=1
N2∏
j=1
Γ(t3r ziw
−1
j ; t
3y, t3/y), (2.11)
Γ(z; p, q) ≡
∞∏
k,m=1
1− pk+1qm+1/z
1− pkqm z .
Here {zk}, k = 1, . . . N1}, and {wk}, k = 1, . . . N2}, are complex numbers of unit modulus,
obeying
∏N1
k=1 zk =
∏N2
k=1wk = 1, which parametrize the Cartan subalgebras of SU(N1) and
SU(N2).
Similarly, the multi-letter contribution of a vector multiplet in the adjoint of SU(N)
combines with the SU(N) Haar measure to give the compact expression [6, 2]
κN−1
N !
∮
Tn−1
N−1∏
i=1
dzi
2πi zi
∏
k 6=ℓ
1
Γ(zk/zℓ; p, q)
. . . . (2.12)
The dots indicate that this is to be understood as a building block of the full matrix integral.
Here and everywhere the parameters p and q and κ are taken to be
p ≡ t3y , q ≡ t3/y , κ ≡ (p; p)(q; q) (2.13)
where (a; b) ≡ ∏∞k=0(1 − abk). We will often leave implicit the q and p dependence of the
elliptic gamma functions, Γ(z; p, q)→ Γ(z).
3. A universal result about N = 2→ N = 1 flows
Consider an N = 2 gauge theory where all the gauge couplings are exactly marginal. Upon
turning on a mass term for the adjoint chiral multiplet inside the N = 2 vector multiplet,
supersymmetry is broken to N = 1 and the theory flows in the IR to an N = 1 superconformal
field theory with a quartic superpotential. The simplest example is the flow between the
N = 2 Z2 orbifold of N = 4 and the Klebanov-Witten theory. A large class of examples
have been discussed in [24]. For this general class of flows, there is a universal linear relation
between the a and c conformal anomaly coefficients of the UV and IR theories [25].
It turns out that the superconformal indices of the UV and IR theories are also related
in a simple universal way, namely
IN=1IR (t, y) = IN=2UV (t, y, v = t) . (3.1)
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Choosing for definiteness the right-handed index, the definition of the N = 2 superconformal
index is
IN=2 ≡ Tr (−1)F t2(E+j2)y2j1v−(rN=2+R) , (3.2)
where R and rN=2 are the quantum numbers under the SU(2)R × U(1)r R-symmetry.3 The
N = 1 and N = 2 R-symmetry quantum numbers are related as
rN=1 =
2
3
(2RN=2 − rN=2) . (3.3)
Our claim is easily proved by recalling the single-letter indices of the N = 2 vector multiplet
and of the chiral multiplet (half-hypermultiplet), see e.g. [26]
iN=2V (t, y, v) =
t2v − t4
v
− t3(y + y−1) + 2t6
(1− t3y)(1− t3y−1) (3.4)
iN=2χ (t, y, v) =
t2√
v
− t4√v
(1− t3y)(1− t3y−1) . (3.5)
Comparing with (2.7) and (2.8), we see that
iN=2V (t, y, v = t) = i
N=1
V (t, y) (3.6)
iN=2χ (t, y, v = t) = i
N=1
χ(r= 1
2
)
(t, y) . (3.7)
So setting v = t has the effect of converting the N = 2 vector multiplet to N = 1 vec-
tor multiplets, and of changing the R-charge of the chiral multiplets from rN=1 = 2/3 to
rN=1 = 1/2, which is the correct IR value since a quartic superpotential is generated from
the decoupling of the adjoint chiral multiplets. Since both the conformal anomaly coefficients
and the index undergo a universal transformation between the UV and IR of this class of RG
flows, one may wonder whether there is any simple connection between the index and the
anomaly coefficients.
4. The Y p,q quiver gauge theories
Let us begin by recalling the basic facts about the Y p,q quiver gauge theories [12]. The
fields are of four types: Uα=1,2, Vα=1,2, Y and Z. There are 2p gauge groups, and 4p + 2q
bifundamental fields: p fields of type U , q fields of type V , p − q fields of type Z, and p + q
fields of type Y . The Y p,q quiver diagram is obtained by a recursive procedure starting with
Y p,p, which is a familiar Z2p orbifold of N = 4 SYM. The superpotential takes the form
W =
∑
ǫαβTr
(
Ukα V
k
β Y
2k+2 + V kα U
k+1
β Y
2k+3
)
+ ǫαβ
∑
Tr
(
Zk Uk+1α Y
2k+3 Ukβ
)
,
3In our conventions, the bottom component φ of the N = 2 vector multiplet has rN=2 = −1 (and of course
R = 0), while the scalar doublet in the hypermultiplet has rN=2 = 0 and R = ±1/2.
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Figure 1: Left: quiver diagram for Y 4,4. Right: quiver diagram for Y 4,0.
where the cubic and quartic gauge-invariant terms are read off from the quiver diagram. There
are 2q terms in the first sum and p − q terms in the second sum. For the Klebanov-Witten
theory, T 1,1 = Y 1,0 has only quartic terms.
The R-charges are determined as follows [12, 27]. Requiring the vanishing of the NSVZ
beta functions and that each term of the superpotential has R-charge 2, the R-charges of all
the fields are fixed in terms of two independent parameters x and y,
rZk = x, rY k = y, rUkα = 1−
1
2
(x+ y), rV kα = 1 +
1
2
(x− y) . (4.1)
This twofold ambiguity is related to the existence of two U(1) global symmetries, and is
resolved by a-maximization. One finds [12]
yp,q =
1
3q2
{
−4p2 + 2pq + 3q2 + (2p − q)
√
4p2 − 3q2
}
, (4.2)
xp,q =
1
3q2
{
−4p2 − 2pq + 3q2 + (2p + q)
√
4p2 − 3q2
}
.
For any p, there are simple special cases. The Y p,p quiver corresponds to the Z2p orbifold of
C
3. In this case all the superpotential terms are cubic, the theory is exactly conformal and all
R-charges are equal to 23 . This theory has N = 1 supersymmetry for general p while for p = 1
the supersymmetry is enhanced to N = 2. At the other extreme, the Y p,0 quiver corresponds
to a Zp orbifold of the conifold. All the R-charges are equal to
1
2 and the superpotential is
quartic. The associated quiver diagrams for p = 4 are shown in figure 1.
The charges of the fields under the global symmetries U(1)B , U(1)s and SU(2)l and the
color-coding of the arrows are indicated below.
U(1)B U(1)s SU(2)l Arrows
U −p 0 ±12
V q 12 ±12
Z p+ q 12 0
Y p− q −12 0
(4.3)
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Figure 2: Quiver diagram for Y 1,0 (the conifold theory T 1,1). The solid (cyan) arrow represents the
U field, the dash-dot (blue) arrow represents the Y field and the dashed (green) arrow represents the
Z field.
We can refine the index by chemical potentials for the global symmetries,
IL(t, y, a, b, h) = Tr(−1)F t3(2j1−r) y2j2 a2s b2l hQB (4.4)
IR(t, y, a, b, h) = Tr(−1)F t3(2j2+r) y2j1 a2s b2l hQB . (4.5)
In practice we can focus on say the left-handed index. The right-handed index of a given
theory is obtained from the left-handed index of the same theory by conjugation of the flavor
quantum numbers, a→ 1/a, h→ 1/h.
Given a Y p,q quiver diagram, it is immediate to combine the chiral and vector building
blocks (2.11), (2.12) and construct the matrix integral that calculates the corresponding index.
We illustrate the procedure in the two simplest examples.
• Y 1,0 (T 1,1)
The quiver of T 1,1 is shown in figure 2. The index can be simply read from the quiver diagram,
I1,0 =
2∏
k=1
[
κN−1
N !
∮
T
N−1∏
i=1
dz
(k)
i
2πiz
(k)
i
1∏
i 6=j Γ(z
(k)
i /z
(k)
j )
]
×
N∏
i,j=1
Γ(t3rU b±z(2)i /z
(1)
j )
N∏
i,j=1
Γ(t3rY a−1z(1)i /z
(2)
j )
N∏
i,j=1
Γ(t3rZa z
(1)
i /z
(2)
j )
(4.6)
where the R-charges are
rU = rY = rZ =
1
2
. (4.7)
The fact that Y and Z share the same R-charge leads to the symmetry enhancement U(1)s →
SU(2)s.
• Y 1,1 (C2/Z2 × C)
The quiver corresponding to Y 1,1 is shown in figure 3. This theory is the familiar Z2 orbifold
of N = 4 SYM which in fact preserves N = 2 supersymmetry, but we write its N = 1 index
– 10 –
Figure 3: Quiver of Y 1,1 theory. Solid (cyan) arrow represents U field, dash-dot-dot arrow (red)
represents V field and dash-dot arrow (blue) represents Y field.
for a uniform analysis,4
I1,1 =
2∏
k=1
[
κN−1
N !
∮
T
N−1∏
i=1
dz
(k)
i
2πiz
(k)
i
1∏
i 6=j Γ(z
(k)
i /z
(k)
j )
]
×
 N∏
i,j=1
Γ(t3rU b±z(2)i /z
(1)
j )
N∏
i,j=1
Γ(t3rV b±a z(1)i /z
(2)
j )

×
 N∏
i 6=j
Γ(t3rY a−1z(1)i /z
(1)
j )Γ(t
3rY )N−1
N∏
i 6=j
Γ(t3rY a−1z(2)i /z
(2)
j )Γ(t
3rY )N−1
 .
(4.8)
4.1 Toric Duality
A toric Calabi-Yau singularity may have several equivalent quiver representations, related
by what has been called “toric duality” [29]. In terms of the gauge theories on D3 branes
probing the singularity, two toric-dual quiver diagrams define two UV theories that flow to
the same IR superconformal fixed point. Toric duality can in fact be understood in terms
of the usual Seiberg duality of super QCD [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. In particular, the
prescription [12] for finding the quiver theory associated Y p,q does not lead to unique answer,
rather to a family of quivers related by toric duality. The simplest example occurs for Y 4,2:
the pair of toric-dual quivers associated to Y 4,2 is shown in figures 4 and 5.
We are now going to check the equality of the indices of two dual theories using an
identity between elliptic hypergeometric integrals.
Consider the k-th node of a Y p,q quiver with one incoming Y , one incoming Z and
an outgoing U doublet (see the first diagram in figure 6). Its contribution to the index
(suppressing global symmetry charges) is
Ikp,q =
κN−1
N !
∮
T
N−1∏
i=1
dz
(k)
i
2πiz
(k)
i
1∏
i 6=j Γ(z
(k)
i /z
(k)
j )
×
∏
i,j
Γ(t3rZ
zki
zZj
)
∏
i,j
Γ(t3rY
zki
zYj
)
∏
i,j
Γ(t3rU
zUj
zki
)2
∏
i,j
Γ(t3rV
zZi
zUj
)2.
(4.9)
4The index for this theory has been already calculated at large N [28, 26].
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Figure 4: Quiver diagram for Y 4,2, obtained from Y 4,4 by using the procedure in [12].
Figure 5: A different quiver diagram for Y 4,2, related to the diagram above by toric duality.
where zU , zY and zZ represents the ”flavor” group of U , Y and Z. This is precisely the
An-type integral defined in [37],
Ikp,q = I(N−1)AN−1 (Z|t3rZ/zZj , t3rY /zYj ; t3rU zUj , t3rU zUj ; p, q)
∏
i,j
Γ(t3rV
zZi
zUj
)2 . (4.10)
This integral obeys the balancing condition
N∏
j=1
t3rZ
zZj
t3rY
zYj
t3rU zUj t
3rU zUj = (pq)
N , (4.11)
thanks to the relation
rY + rZ + 2rU = yp,q + xp,q + 2[1− 1
2
(xp,q + yp,q)] = 2 . (4.12)
Then the following identity holds [37]:
I
(m)
An
(Z|ti . . . , ui . . .) =
m+n+2∏
r,s=1
Γ(trus)I
(n)
Am
(Z|T
1
m+1
ti
. . . ,
U
1
m+1
ui
. . .). (4.13)
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Figure 6: Left: initial quiver. The node represents a SU(N) gauge group. The effective number of
flavors is Nf = 2N . Middle: quiver after Seiberg duality. The node represents the Seiberg dual gauge
group SU(2N −N) = SU(N). All arrows are reversed and mesons (with appropriate R-charges) are
added. Right: the dash-dot-dot (red) and dot (orange) mesons cancel each other out by equ.(4.15).
This can be understood physically in terms of integrating out massive degrees of freedom [31].
So we have
Ikp,q =I(N−1)AN−1 (Z|t3rZ/zZj , t3rY /zYj ; t3rU zUj , t3rU zUj ; p, q)
∏
i,j
Γ(t3rV
zZi
zUj
)2
=
N∏
i,j=1
Γ(t3(rZ+rU )
zUi
zZj
)2
N∏
i,j=1
Γ(t3(rY +rU )
zUi
zYj
)2
× I(N−1)AN−1 (Z|t3rY zZj , t3rZzYj ; t3rU /zUj , t3rU/zUj ; p, q)
N∏
i,j=1
Γ(t3rV
zZj
zUi
)2
=
N∏
i,j=1
Γ(t3rV
zUi
zYj
)2I
(N−1)
AN−1
(Z|t3rY zZj , t3rZzYj ; t3rU /zUj , t3rU /zUj ; p, q),
(4.14)
where we have used rV = rZ + rU and
Γ(t3rV
zZi
zUj
)Γ(t3(rY +rU )
zUj
zZi
) = 1 . (4.15)
For example, one can perform this duality on one of the Y ZU¯ nodes of the Y 4,2 quiver
in figure 4 and obtain the quiver in figure 5. The procedure is illustrated in figure 7.
This transformation can be represented on a quiver as a local graph transformation of
figure 6. It has the interpretation of Seiberg duality on the node. (In fact the same elliptic
hypergeometric identity was used in [6] to demonstrate the equality of the index under Seiberg
duality.) Iterating this step, we can reach all the toric phases of any Y p,q gauge theory.
5. Large N evaluation of the index
In the large N limit the leading contribution to the index is evaluated using matrix models
techniques (see e.g. [23, 1]). Let {eαai}Nai=1 denote the Na eigenvalues of ua. Then the matrix
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Figure 7: Left: Y 4,2 quiver in Figure 3. Middle: Seiberg dual on node 1. Right: the quiver in Figure
4 is obtained by swap node 1 and 2 in the middle figure.
model integral (2.9) is,
I(x) =
∫ ∏
a,i
[dαai] exp
− ∑
ai 6=bj
V ab (αai − αbj)
 . (5.1)
Here, the potential V is the following function
V ab (θ) = δ
a
b (ln 2) +
∞∑
n=1
1
n
[δab − iab (xn)] cos nθ , (5.2)
where, iab (x) is the total single letter index in the representation r
a ⊗ rb. Writing the density
of the eigenvalues {eαai} at the point θ on the circle as ρa(θ), we reduce it to the functional
integral problem,
I(x) =
∫ ∏
a
[dρa] exp{−
∫
dθ1dθ2
∑
a,b
nanbρa(θ1)V
a
b (θ1 − θ2)ρ†b(θ2)} . (5.3)
For large N , we can evaluate this expression with the saddle point approximation,
I(x) =
∏
k
1
det(1− i(xk)) .
For SU(N) gauge groups instead of U(N), the result is modified as follows,
I(x) =
∏
k
e−
1
k
tr i(xk)
det(1− i(xk)) . (5.4)
Here i(x) is the matrix with entries iab (x). We will see examples of such matrices below.
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The single-trace partition function can be obtained from the full partition function,
Is.t. =
∞∑
n=1
µ(n)
n
log I(xn) (5.5)
= −
∞∑
k=1
ϕ(k)
k
log[det(1− i(xk))]−
∞∑
n=1
µ(n)
n
∞∑
k=1
tr i(xnk)
k
(5.6)
= −
∞∑
k=1
ϕ(k)
k
log[det(1− i(xk))]− tr i(x) . (5.7)
The second term in the summation would be absent for the U(N) gauge theories. Here µ(n)
is the Mo¨bius function (µ(1) ≡ 1, µ(n) ≡ 0 if n has repeated prime factors and µ(n) ≡ (−1)k
if n is the product of k distinct primes) and ϕ(n) is the Euler Phi function, defined as the
number of positive integers less than n that are coprime to n. We have used the properties∑
d|n
dµ(
n
d
) = ϕ(n),
∑
d|n
µ(d) = δn,1. (5.8)
After deriving the general expression for the superconformal index of a quiver gauge
theory let us study some concrete examples. Recall the single-letter indices
iV (t, y) =
2t6 − t3(y + 1
y
)
(1− t3y)(1− t3y−1) , (5.9)
iχ¯(r)(t, y) =
t3r
(1− t3y)(1− t3y−1) iχ(r)(t, y) = −
t3(2−r)
(1− t3y)(1− t3y−1) , (5.10)
where for future convenience we have split the index of the matter multiplet into a chiral
and an antichiral contribution. Let us write down explicit expressions for the index in some
examples
• Y 1,0 (T 1,1)
For the conifold gauge theory, U(1)s is enhanced to SU(2)s so the global symmetry is SU(2)s×
SU(2)l. Assigning the chemical potentials a and b, for the two SU(2)s, the single letter index
matrix i1,0(t, y) is
i1,0 =
 iV (a+ 1a)(iχ( 12 ) + iχ¯( 12 ))
(b+ 1
b
)(iχ( 1
2
) + iχ¯( 1
2
)) iV
 , (5.11)
and the single-trace index evaluates to
Is.t. = −
∞∑
k=1
ϕ(k)
k
log[(1 − iV (xk))2 − (a+ 1
a
)(b+
1
b
)(iχ( 1
2
)(x
k) + iχ¯( 1
2
)(x
k))2]− 2iV (x)
=
t3ab
1− t3ab +
t3 a
b
1− t3 a
b
+
t3 b
a
1− t3 b
a
+
t3 1
ab
1− t3 1
ab
. (5.12)
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This is the index for the theory where both the overall and the relative U(1) degrees of
freedom have been removed. The overall U(1) is completely decoupled, while the relative
U(1) has positive beta function and decouples in the IR. The removal of the relative U(1)
introduces certain double-trace terms in the superpotential which are important to achieve
exact conformality [38]. We have used the following property of Euler Phi function.
∞∑
k=1
ϕ(k)
k
log(1− xk) = −x
1− x. (5.13)
We will match the expression (5.12) to the gravity computation.
• Y 1,1 (C2/Z2 × C)
The index for this theory was already obtained in [28, 26]. The single letter index matrix
i1,1(t, y) is given by
i1,1 =
 iV + a−1iχ( 23 ) + aiχ¯( 23 ) (b+ 1b )(aiχ( 23 ) + iχ¯( 23 ))
(b+ 1
b
)(iχ( 2
3
) + a
−1iχ¯( 2
3
)) iV + a
−1iχ( 2
3
) + a iχ¯( 2
3
)
 , (5.14)
and the index evaluates to
Is.t. = −
∞∑
k=1
ϕ(k)
k
log[(1 − iV (xk)− a−1iχ( 2
3
)(x
k)− a iχ¯( 2
3
)(x
k))2 − (b+ 1
b
)2
1
a
(a iχ( 2
3
)(x
k) + iχ¯( 2
3
)(x
k))2]
−2(iV (x) + a−1 iχ( 2
3
)(x) + a iχ¯( 2
3
)(x))
= 2
t2a
1− t2a +
t4b2a−1
1− t4b2a−1 +
t4b−2a−1
1− t4b−2a−1 − 2
a t2 − a−1 t4
(1− t3y)(1 − t3y−1) . (5.15)
Again, we have subtracted both the overall and relative U(1) degrees of freedom (in this case
it is appropriate to subtract N = 2 vector multiplets).
• General Y p,q
A simple generalization gives the index for Y p,0 (T 1,1/Zp) and for Y
p,p (C3/Z2p),
Y p,p : det (1− i(t)) = (1− t
4p)2(1− t2p)2
(1− t3y)2p(1− t3y−1)2p , (5.16)
Y p,0 : det (1− i(t)) = (1− t
3p)4
(1− t3y)2p(1− t3y−1)2p .
In fact the determinant of the adjacency matrix appears to factorize for general Y p,q, to give5
det (1− i(t)) =
[
1− t3p(1+ 12 (xp,q−yp,q))
]2 [
1− t3p+ 3q2 (1− 12 (xp,q+yp,q))
]2
(1− t3y)2p(1− t3y−1)2p . (5.17)
5We have checked this result in several cases but have not attempted an analytic proof.
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Thus the single-trace partition function is6
Is.p.p,q = 2
 t p(3q+2p−
√
4p2−3q2)
q
1− t
p(2p+3q−
√
4p2−3q2)
q
+
t
p(3q−2p+
√
4p2−3q2)
q
1− t
p(2p+3q−
√
4p2−3q2)
q

Again, this is the result with all U(1) factors subtracted. If one introduces a chemical potential
b2l for the global SU(2)l and a chemical potential a
2s for the global U(1)s of table 4.3 the
index becomes
Is.p.p,q =
a−pbp+qt
p(3q+2p−
√
4p2−3q2)
q
1− a−pbp+qt
p(2p+3q−
√
4p2−3q2)
q
+
a−pb−p−qt
p(3q+2p−
√
4p2−3q2)
q
1− a−pb−p−qt
p(2p+3q−
√
4p2−3q2)
q
(5.18)
+
apbp−qt
p(3q−2p+
√
4p2−3q2)
q
1− apbp−qt
p(3q−2p+
√
4p2−3q2)
q
+
apbq−pt
p(3q−2p+
√
4p2−3q2)
q
1− apbq−pt
p(3q−2p+
√
4p2−3q2)
q
.
This is the left-handed index. The right-handed index is obtained by letting a→ 1/a.
6. T 1,1 Index from Supergravity
On the dual supergravity side, the index of the conifold theory was computed by Nakayama [14],
using the results of [42, 43, 44] for the KK reduction of IIB supergravity on AdS5 × T 1,1.
Let us briefly review the structure of the calculation. For a general AdS5 × Y p,q back-
ground, the KK spectrum organizes itself in three types of multiplets [43, 44]: graviton
((12 ,
1
2 )), LH-gravitino ((
1
2 , 0)), RH-gravitino ((0,
1
2)), and vector ((0, 0)). The details of the
specific background manifest themselves in the possible spectrum of the R-charges and their
multiplicities. This information can be obtained by solving the spectrum of relevant differen-
tial operators, e.g. scalar Laplacian and Dirac operators. For the Y p,q geometries the scalar
Laplacian is given by Heun’s differential equation spectrum of which is hard to obtain in closed
form, see e.g. [40]. For the T 1,1 background these data were carefully computed in [42, 43, 44].
A generic multiplet of the KK spectrum does not obey shortening conditions and thus does
not contribute to the index. Table 2 summarizes the multiplets which do contribute of the
index. The eigenvalue of the scalar laplacian is denoted by H0(s, l, r),
H0(s, l, r) = 6(s(s + 1) + l(l + 1)− r
2
8
). (6.1)
6Curiously, this is exactly twice the index of the chiral mesons denoted L+ (first term) and L− (second
term) in [39]. We don’t have a deeper understanding of this observation. On the gravity sides, the chiral
mesons of L+/− were identified in [40] (see also [41] with the zero modes of the scalar Laplacian on the Y
p,q
manifold.).
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Fields Shortening Cond. s l Mult. IL(t, y) ∑r˜(IL[r˜,j2]L+ × . . .)
Graviton E = 1 +
√
H0 + 4
r
2
r
2 Cr( 12 , 12 ) I
L
[r+1, 1
2
]L−
−χ r˜−1
2
(a)χ r˜−1
2
(b)
GravitinoI E = −12 +
√
H−0 + 4
r−1
2
r−1
2 Br(0, 12 ) I
L
[r−2, 1
2
]L−
−χ r˜+1
2
(a)χ r˜+1
2
(b)
r−1
2
r+1
2 Cr(0, 12 ) I
L
[r, 1
2
]L+
+χ r˜−1
2
(a)χ r˜+1
2
(b)
r+1
2
r−1
2 Cr(0, 12 ) I
L
[r, 1
2
]L+
+χ r˜+1
2
(a)χ r˜−1
2
(b)
GravitinoIII E = −12 +
√
H+0 + 4
r+1
2
r+1
2 Cr( 12 ,0) I
L
[r+1,0]L−
−χ r˜
2
(a)χ r˜
2
(b)
GravitinoIV E =
5
2 +
√
H−0 + 4
r−1
2
r−1
2 Cr( 12 ,0) I
L
[r+1,0]L−
−χ r˜
2
−1(a)χ r˜
2
−1(b)
VectorI E = −2 +
√
H0 + 4
r
2
r
2 Br(0,0) IL[r−2,0]L− −χ r˜2+1(a)χ r˜2+1(b)
r
2
r+2
2 Cr(0,0) IL[r,0]L+ +χ r˜2 (a)χ r˜2+1(b)
r+2
2
r
2 Cr(0,0) IL[r,0]L+ +χ r˜2+1(a)χ r˜2 (b)
VectorIV E = 1 +
√
H−−0 + 4
r−2
2
r−2
2 Br(0,0) IL[r−2,0]L− −χ r˜2 (a)χ r˜2 (b)
r−2
2
r
2 Cr(0,0) IL[r,0]L+ +χ r˜2−1(a)χ r˜2 (b)
r
2
r−2
2 Cr(0,0) IL[r,0]L+ +χ r˜2 (a)χ r˜2−1(b)
Table 2: Short multiplets appearing in the KK reduction of Type IIB supergravity on AdS5×T 1,1. In
the last column, we summarize the full index contributions of multiplets by listing the SU(2)s×SU(2)l
characters multiplying IL
[r˜, 1
2
]L
+
for first four rows and IL[r˜,0]L
+
for remaining rows. The range of r˜ is
specified by the two conditions that r˜ ≥ −1 and that the SU(2)s×SU(2)l representation makes sense.
The chemical potentials a and b couple to SU(2)s × SU(2)l flavor charges respectively. Exception:
The first row of GravitinoI starts from r˜ = 0. The r˜ = −1 state of GravitinoI gives rise to the Dirac
multiplet D(0, 1
2
) due to additional shortening. It corresponds in the dual field theory to a decoupled
U(1) vector multiplet.
H±0 and H
±±
0 are shorthands for H0(s, l, r±1) and H0(s, l, r±2) respectively. Besides the KK
modes of table 2, there are additional Betti multiplets, arising from the non-trivial homology
of T 1,1. Their contribution to the index is found to vanish [14].
The T 1,1 manifold has SU(2)s×SU(2)l isometry. We refine the index by adding chemical
potentials a and b that couple respectively to SU(2)s and SU(2)l. Simply reading off the R-
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charges and the multiplicities of the different modes, we can write down the index as [14]7
IL = −
∑
r˜≥0
IL
[r˜, 1
2
]L+
[(ab)r˜+1 + (
a
b
)r˜+1 + (
b
a
)r˜+1 + (
1
ab
)r˜+1]
−
∑
r˜≥−1
IL[r˜,0]L+[(ab)
r˜ + (
a
b
)r˜ + (
b
a
)r˜ + (
1
ab
)r˜ + (ab)r˜+2 + (
a
b
)r˜+2 + (
b
a
)r˜+2 + (
1
ab
)r˜+2]
+ IL[−1,0]L+χ− 32 (a)χ− 32 (b)− I
L
[0,0]L+
[−χ−1(a)χ−1(b) + χ−1(a)χ0(b) + χ0(a)χ−1(b)] (6.2)
The definition of the index building blocks IL
[r˜,j2]L±
is given in the appendix, while the symbol
χj(x) stands for the standard character of the spin-j representation of SU(2),
χj(x) ≡ x
2j+1 − x−(2j+1)
x− x−1 . (6.3)
After simplification,
IL = t
3ab
1− t3ab +
t3 a
b
1− t3 a
b
+
t3 b
a
1− t3 b
a
+
t3 1
ab
1− t3 1
ab
, (6.4)
which precisely agrees with the large N index (5.12) computed from gauge theory using
Ro¨melsberger’s prescription.
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A. N = 1 superconformal shortening conditions and the index
In this appendix we summarize some basic facts about N = 1 superconformal representation
theory. A generic long multiplet A∆
r(j1,j2)
is generated by the action of 4 Poincare´ supercharges
Qα and Q˜α˙ on superconformal primary which is by definition is annihilated by all conformal
supercharges S. In table 3 we have summarized possible shortening and semishortening
conditions.
Shortening Conditions Multiplet
B Qα|r〉h.w. = 0 j1 = 0 ∆ = − 32r Br(0,j2)
B¯ Q¯α˙|r〉h.w. = 0 j2 = 0 ∆ = 32r B¯r(j1,0)
Bˆ B ∩ B¯ j1, j2, r = 0 ∆ = 0 Bˆ
C ǫαβQβ |r〉h.w.α = 0 ∆ = 2+ 2j1 − 32r Cr(j1,j2)
(Q)2|r〉h.w. = 0 for j1 = 0 ∆ = 2− 32r Cr(0,j2)
C¯ ǫα˙β˙Q¯β˙ |r〉h.w.α˙ = 0 ∆ = 2+ 2j2 + 32r C¯r(j1,j2)
(Q¯)2|r〉h.w. = 0 for j2 = 0 ∆ = 2+ 32r C¯r(j1,0)
Cˆ C ∩ C¯ 32r = (j1 − j2) ∆ = 2 + j1 + j2 Cˆ(j1,j2)
D B ∩ C¯ j1 = 0,− 32r = j2 + 1 ∆ = − 32r = 1 + j2 D(0,j2)
D¯ B¯ ∩ C j2 = 0, 32r = j1 + 1 ∆ = 32r = 1 + j1 D¯(j1,0)
Table 3: Possible shortening conditions for the N = 1 superconformal algebra.
A generic long multiplet of the N = 1 superconformal algebra SU(2, 2|1) is 16(2j1 +
1, 2j2 +1) dimensional. Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7 illustrate how the B, C, Cˆ and D-type multiplets
fit within a generic long multiplet.
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∆ (j1, j2)
∆ + 1
2
(j1 +
1
2
, j2) (j1, j2 +
1
2
)
(j1 − 12 , j2) (j1, j2 −
1
2
)
(j1 +
1
2
, j2 +
1
2
)
∆ + 1 (j1, j2) (j1 − 12 , j2 + 12 ), (j1 + 12 , j2 − 12 ) (j1, j2)
(j1 − 12 , j2 − 12 )
∆ + 3
2
(j1, j2 +
1
2
) (j1 +
1
2
, j2)
(j1, j2 − 12 ) (j1 − 12 , j2)
∆ + 2 (j1, j2)
r − 2 r − 1 r r + 1 r + 2
Table 4: A long multiplet of N = 1 superconformal algebra. The SU(2, 2) multiplets that are boxed
form a short Br(0,j2) multiplet for j1 = 0,∆ = − 32r. The left-handed B¯ can be obtained by reflecting
the table (that is, sending r → −r and j1 ↔ j2). In general, when j1(j2) = 0, the SU(2, 2) multiplets
(j1 − 12 , any)((any, j2 − 12 )) are set to zero, resulting in further shortening.
∆ (j1, j2)
∆ + 1
2
(j1 +
1
2
, j2) (j1, j2 +
1
2
)
(j1 − 12 , j2) (j1, j2 −
1
2
)
(j1 +
1
2
, j2 +
1
2
)
∆ + 1 (j1, j2) (j1 − 12 , j2 + 12 ) (j1 +
1
2
, j2 − 1
2
) (j1, j2)
(j1 − 12 , j2 − 12 )
∆ + 3
2
(j1, j2 +
1
2
) (j1 +
1
2
, j2)
(j1, j2 − 12 ) (j1 − 12 , j2)
∆ + 2 (j1, j2)
r − 2 r − 1 r r + 1 r + 2
Table 5: A long multiplet of N = 1 superconformal algebra. The SU(2, 2) multiplets that are boxed
form a semi-short Cr(j1,j2) multiplet for ∆ = 2 + 2j1 − 32r. The left-handed C¯ can be obtained by
reflecting the table (that is, sending r → −r and j1 ↔ j2). In general, when j1(j2) = 0, the SU(2, 2)
multiplets (j1 − 12 , any)((any, j2 − 12 )) are set to zero, resulting in further shortening.
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∆ (j1, j2)
∆ + 1
2
(j1 +
1
2
, j2) (j1, j2 +
1
2
)
(j1 − 12 , j2) (j1, j2 − 12 )
(j1 +
1
2
, j2 +
1
2
)
∆ + 1 (j1, j2) (j1 − 12 , j2 + 12 ) (j1 + 12 , j2 − 12 ) (j1, j2)
−(j1 − 1
2
, j2 − 1
2
)
∆ + 3
2
(j1, j2 +
1
2
) (j1 +
1
2
, j2)
−(j1, j2 − 1
2
) −(j1 − 1
2
, j2)
∆ + 2 −(j1, j2)
r − 2 r − 1 r r + 1 r + 2
Table 6: Multiplet structure of Cˆ(j1,j2). The shortening conditions are ∆ = 2 + j1 + j2 and 32r =
(j1 − j2).
∆ (j1, j2)
∆ + 1
2
(j1 +
1
2
, j2) (j1, j2 +
1
2
)
(j1 − 12 , j2) (j1, j2 − 12 )
(j1 +
1
2
, j2 +
1
2
)
∆ + 1 (j1, j2) (j1 − 12 , j2 + 12 ), −(j1 +
1
2
, j2 − 1
2
) (j1, j2)
(j1 − 12 , j2 − 12 )
∆ + 3
2
(j1, j2 +
1
2
) −(j1 + 1
2
, j2)
(j1, j2 − 12 ) (j1 − 12 , j2)
∆ + 2 (j1, j2), +(j1, j2 − 1)
∆ + 5
2
+(j1, j2 − 1
2
)
r − 2 r − 1 r r + 1 r + 2
Table 7: Multiplet structure of D(0,j2). The shortening conditions are ∆ = 1+ j2 = − 32r and j1 = 0.
The multiplet D¯(j1,0) could be obtained by j1 ↔ j2, r ↔ −r or by simply reflecting the table. The
shortening conditions in that case are ∆ = 1 + j1 =
3
2r and j2 = 0.
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At the unitarity threshold, a long multiplet can decompose into (semi)short multiplets.
The splitting rules are:
A2+2j1−
3
2
r
r(j1,j2)
≃ Cr(j1,j2) ⊕ Cr−1(j1− 12 ,j2)
A2+2j2+
3
2
r
r(j1,j2)
≃ C¯r(j1,j2) ⊕ C¯r+1(j1,j2− 12 )
A2+j1+j22
3
(j1−j2)(j1,j2) ≃ Cˆ(j1,j2) ⊕ C 23 (j1−j2)−1,(j1− 12 ,j2) ⊕ C¯ 23 (j1−j2)+1,(j1,j2− 12 )
We are using a notation where the B and B¯ type multiplets are formally identified with special
cases of C and C¯ multiplets, as follows
Cr(− 1
2
,j2)
≃ Br−1(0,j2) C¯r(j1,− 12 ) ≃ B¯r+1(j1,0) . (A.1)
We define the Left (Right) equivalence class of the multiplet Cr(j1,j2)(C¯r(j1,j2)) as the class of
multiplets with the same Left (Right) index. From the splitting rules, we see that the classes
can be labeled as [−r+2j1, j2]L(−)2j1 ([r+2j2, j1]R(−)2j2 ). Moreover, IL[−r+2j1,j2]L− = −I
L
[−r+2j1,j2]L+
and IR
[r+2j2,j1]R−
= −IR
[r+2j2,j1]R+
. The expressions for the indices of the equivalent classes are
IL[r˜,j2]L± = ±(−)
2j2+1
t3(r˜+2)χj2(y)
(1− t3y)(1− t3y−1)
IR[¯˜r,j1]R± = ±(−)
2j1+1 t
3(¯˜r+2)χj1(y)
(1− t3y)(1− t3y−1)
IR[r˜, j2]L± = 0
IL[¯˜r, j1]R± = 0 .
The situation is slightly more involved for the Cˆ and D type multiplets. Unlike the B, C
type multiplets, they contribute both to IL as well as IR. The indices [6] for the different
types of multiplets are collected in table 8.
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Multiplet IL IR
A∆
r(j1,j2)
0 0
Cr(j1,j2) IL[−r+2j1,j2]L
(−)2j1
0
C¯r(j1,j2) 0 IR[r+2j2,j1]R
(−)2j2
Cˆ(j1,j2) IL[ 2
3
j2+
4
3
j1,j2]L
(−)2j1
IR
[ 2
3
j1+
4
3
j2,j1]R
(−)2j2
D(0,j2) IL[ 2
3
j2− 43 ,j2]L−
+ IL
[ 2
3
j2− 13 ,j2− 12 ]L−
IR
[ 4
3
j2− 23 ,0]R+
D¯(j1,0) IL[ 4
3
j1− 23 ,0]L+
IR
[ 2
3
j1− 43 ,j1]R−
+ IR
[ 2
3
j1− 13 ,j1− 12 ]R−
Table 8: Indices IL and IR of the various short and semi-short multiplets.
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